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A Verse Or Two

1924

the hadith the sayings attributed to the prophet muhammad form a sacred literature which for the

muslims ranks second in importance only to the qur an itself as a source of law ethics and doctrine the

vast corpus of hadith continue to exercise decisive influence islamic scholarship has hence devoted

immense efforts to gathering and classifying the hadith and ensuring their authenticity this book is the

only introduction in english which presents all the aspects of the subject it explains the origin of the

literature the evolution of the isnad system the troubled relationship between scholars and the state the

problem of falsification and the gradual development of a systematic approach to the material this

edition is a fully revised and updated version of the original which was first published in 1961 to

considerable scholarly acclaim muhammad zubayr siddiqi was professor of islamic culture in the

university of calcutta

Ḥadīth Literature

1993

this in depth study presents a detailed analysis and critique of the classic western work on the origins

of islamic law schacht s origins of muhammadan jurisprudence azami s work examines the sources

used by schacht to develop his thesis on the relation of islamic law to the qur an and exposes

fundamental flaws in schacht s methodology that led to the conclusions unsupported by the texts

examined this book is an important contribution to islamic legal studies from an islamic perspective

On Schacht's Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence

1985

this is a new release of the original 1924 edition

The Orient Under the Caliphs

1977
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are you looking for a beautiful simple journal diary or notebook for your trip to hanoi this is a travel

journal with prompts and checklists that is a perfect gift for someone planning their travel to hanoi in

vietnam use it as notebook diary to journal or just like any other notebook other details include 120

pages 6x9 cream paper and a beautiful matte finished cover make sure to look at our other products

for more travel journals

Traditions of Islam

2013-10

g h a juynboll undertakes a broad ranging review of the closely linked questions of date authorship

and origin of hadiths

Hanoi Travel Notebook

2019-06-03

with copious grammatical references explanations of the text

Muslim Tradition

2008-10-14

in 1958 detroit pregnant grace best friend julia and stylish malina are terror stricken by the

disappearance of a childlike neighbor under their care whose fate reveals sinister elements in their

community

A Dictionary and Glossary of the Koran

1878

120 pages with 20 lines you can use as a journal or a notebook 8 25 by 6 inches
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Until She Comes Home

2014-05-27

as a young adult she envisioned her life filled with happiness love compassion and so much more her

desires for a family ran deep and strong within her how could she know that her dreams would be

shattered by the one she loved the most fear for her life would be the reason that she stayed but the

courage of her child would become her reason to take a stand her quest to overcome a life filled with

physical abuse verbal callousness emotional trauma a husbandas sick perverse obsessions as well as

her endless yearning to return to her ideas of innocence are described in realistic detail follow her

through unmet desires loneliness and fear join the struggle with her as she fights to save her marriage

her family and more importantly herself rejoice with her as her renewed faith gives her the power she

needs to change their lives forever

VW Golf

2019-12-12

55 off for book shops last days do you intend to discover a surefire method to remain in top shape and

also optimal physical condition without counting on pet protein are you a healthy and also eco aware

individual wanting to boost your diet regimen health and wellness and also efficiency your consumers

never ever stop to use this amazing publication based upon researches one of one of the most

efficient methods to increase your power levels prevent persistent illness as well as enhance your

health is to start a plant based diet plan altering one s nourishment is thought about an efficient way to

live longer and also decrease the risk of falling sick while there is no doubt that people were meant to

be eating fruits veggies and also nuts from the beginning a nutritional shift happened mixing humans

with the omnivore varieties as well as presenting a huge confusion medically speaking a plant based

diet plan is much more helpful and less harmful for human beings which is why it is recommended to

change from meat to whole grains vegetables veggies and other dietary foods of this kind the decision

to take place a plant based eating plan must not be ignored in fact the majority of individuals usually

stay on the fence about it and aren t constantly clear on exactly how this strategy can be beneficial to

the typical person moreover there is a large amount of info spread everywhere consequently it is

difficult to create a precise photo of what a person can expect when going plant based in this plant
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based cookbook the author has actually collected the most effective plant based delicious as well as

easy recipes developed particularly for people to follow strict diet regimen rules and also eat

something that tastes excellent buy it currently and also let your consumers get addicted to this

fantastic book

Saving Madison

2004-10-01

when walter mosley burst onto the literary scene in 1990 with his first easy rawlins mystery devil in a

blue dress a combustible mixture of raymond chandler and richard wright he captured the attention of

hundreds of thousands of readers including future president bill clinton eleven books later easy rawlins

is one of the few private eyes in contemporary crime fiction who can be called iconic and immortal in

the incendiary and fast paced little green he returns from the brink of death to investigate the dark side

of l a s 1960s hippie haven the sunset strip we last saw easy in 2007 s blonde faith fighting for his life

after his car plunges over a cliff true to form the tough wwii veteran survives and soon his murderous

sidekick mouse has him back cruising the mean streets of l a in all their psychedelic 1967 glory to look

for a young black man evander little green noon who disappeared during an acid trip fueled by an

elixir called gator s blood brewed by the conjure woman mama jo easy experiences a physical spiritual

and emotional resurrection but peace and love soon give way to murder and mayhem written with

mosley s signature grit and panache this engrossing and atmospheric mystery is not only a trip back in

time it is also a tough minded exploration of good and evil and of the power of guilt and redemption

once again easy asserts his reign over the city of fallen angels

Vegan Soup Cookbook on a Budget

2021-03-31

making up a fanciful past when his chinese father and texan mother are mysteriously reluctant to

share ancestral stories for a class assignment vee crawford suffers a series of setbacks before forging

a letter from his grandfather to initiate a visit to china a first novel
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Little Green

2013-05-14

thirteen year old satomi baker is used to being different it is 1939 and being half white half japanese

on the west coast of california gets you noticed although she has never felt she quite fits in her striking

looks have caught the eye of the most popular boy at school when war is declared satomi s father

aaron is sent to the base at pearl harbor he never returns now the community that has tolerated its

foreign residents for decades suddenly turns on them and along with thousands of other japanese

american citizens satomi and her mother are sent to a brutal labour camp in the wilderness at

manzanar satomi learns what it takes to survive who she can trust and what it means to be american

but it will be years before she will discover who she really is under the surface of her skin a girl like

you is her story and the riveting and moving story of a lost generation

The Counterfeit Family Tree of Vee Crawford-Wong

2014-07-08

if you loved the girls guide to hunting and fishing this book is right up your alley isabel gillies new york

times bestselling author of happens every day a kirkus reviews best book of the year from the author

of the real liddy james comes a novel about how the middle part of your story might just be the

beginning after her husband loses his job lucy has to leave behind her posh life in london and settle

into a tiny east village apartment now she s a middle aged mother in the midst of hipsters homesick

and resentful until she embarks on a new love affair with new york city and three new friends julia has

left her family for a mini breakdown and a room of her own trophy wife christy is a bit adrift as only

those who live in penthouses can be robyn is constantly compensating for her wunderkind husband

who can t seem to make the transition to adulthood and all of them are starting to learn that what you

want in your twenties isn t always what you need in your forties includes a readers guide

A Girl Like You

2013-06-06

a gorgeous literary debut about second chances new england book festival prize winner the rest of us
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is an indelible love story that explores the legacy of an affair between a young student and her older

professor as a college student terry fell madly and destructively in love with rhinehart her famous

poetry professor a relationship from which she never fully recovered now fifteen years later she is

single still living in the new york city walk up she moved into after college and languishing as a

photographer s assistant having long since abandoned her own art when she stumbles on rhinehart s

obituary online complete with litany of his many accomplishments she finds herself taking stock of the

ways she has not lived up to her youthful expectations and surprisingly distraught at the thought of

never seeing him again and then a few weeks later she bumps into rhinehart himself very much alive

married and christmas shopping at bloomingdale s what ensues is an intense and beautiful friendship

an unexpected second act that inspires terry to come to terms with the consequences of their past and

the depth of her own aspirations and to begin to grow again as an artist and a woman a captivating

read to the last page the rest of us explores those nagging questions that haunt us when we think of

who we are and who we might have been a love letter to new york city and the struggles of its artists

and a sharp and stirring novel of the heart from a promising new voice in fiction the daily beast

No One Could Have Guessed the Weather

2013-06-13

the new risk agent novel from the 1 new york times bestselling author private security firm rutherford

risk s new client is a philanthropist with a headline making cause to locate and shut down an

amsterdam based sweatshop that uses enslaved girls as forced labor enter import export entrepreneur

john knox with his former combat experience and forensic accountant grace chu who can trap and

trace even the most sensitive financial information working through the picturesque streets and canals

of amsterdam knox and grace face middle eastern mobsters the owner of a local brothel and police

officers they don t trust pursuing one young girl who holds the key to their investigation but is either

too afraid or in too deep to help them they encounter the dark side of a secret world where would be

allies are enemies and the victims themselves don t want to be saved

The Rest of Us

2013-07-02
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a new york times book review notable book of 2013 on a holiday island somewhere in the aegean sea

jacqueline a young liberian woman fends off starvation as she survives in the aftermath of

unspeakable brutality having escaped the horrors of charles taylor s regime she builds a home of sorts

in a cave overlooking the ocean during the day she wanders the sunny beaches offering massages to

tourists one euro for five minutes all the while balancing her will to live with the crushing guilt of

survival this hypnotic lyrical and extraordinary novel tells the story of a woman existing in the wake of

experiences so horrifying that she prefers homeless numbness to the psychological confrontation she

knows is inevitable it s a novel about memory about storytelling about how we live with what we know

alexander maksik is a writer of exceptional gifts able to deliver devastatingly powerful emotion through

deceptively simple lucid prose

Choke Point

2013-06-04

meet the sassy belles they re strong as a mint julep sweet as peach cobbler and no matter what they

stick together there are only two seasons in tuscaloosa football and waiting for football when lewis

heart football announcer and voice of the crimson tide vanishes after an impromptu romp with vivi

anne mcfadden at the fountain mist motel vivi does what any southern woman would do calls her best

friend blake o hara heart attorney at law with the town gossip swirling around them vivi and blake are

determined to find out what happened to lewis and clear vivi s reputation because after all men may

come and go but the sassy belles are forever not since steel magnolias have we fallen in love with

such sexy strong and hilarious southern women so grab your best girlfriends and join these belles on

the first of many joyrides through the deep south sexy southern fun with a hint of magnolia

A Marker to Measure Drift

2013-08-01

when emma brockes was ten years old her mother said one day i will tell you the story of my life and

you will be amazed growing up in a tranquil english village emma knew very little of her mother s life

before her she knew paula had grown up in south africa and had seven siblings she had been told

stories about deadly snakes and hailstones the size of golf balls there was mention once of a trial but
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most of the past was a mystery when her mother dies of cancer emma by then a successful journalist

at the guardian is free to investigate the untold story her search begins in the colindale library but then

takes her to south africa to the extended family she has never met and their accounts of a childhood

so different to her own she encounters versions of the life her mother chose to leave behind and

realises what a gift her mother gave her part investigation part travelogue part elegy she left me the

gun is a gripping funny and clear eyed account of a writer s search for her mother s story

The Sassy Belles

2014-07-29

a fine gothic novel be warned corpses abound washington post at south carolina medical college dr

jacob thacker is on probation for xanax abuse his interim career working university public relations

takes an unnerving detour into the past when the bones of african american slaves are unearthed on

campus in a parallel narrative set in the nineteenth century nemo no man a university slave purchased

for his unusual knife skills becomes an unacknowledged member of the surgical faculty by day and by

night a resurrectionist responsible for procuring bodies for medical study an unforgettable character by

turns apparently insouciant tormented and brilliant nemo will seize his self respect in ways no reader

can anticipate with exceptional storytelling pacing and skill matthew guinn weaves together past and

present to relate a southern gothic tale of shocking crimes and exquisite revenge a 2014 edgar award

finalist for best first novel

She Left Me the Gun

2013-03-18

an extraordinarily beautiful amish woman a dangerous femme fatale is the central figure in a story that

reveals a dark side of painters mill and its seemingly perfect amish world a rainy night an amish father

returning home with his three children a speeding car hurtling toward them out of nowhere what at first

seems like a tragic but routine car accident suddenly takes on a more sinister cast as evidence

emerges that nothing about the crash is accidental but who would want to kill an amish deacon and

two of his children he leaves behind a grieving widow and a young boy who clings to life in the

intensive care wing of a hospital unable to communicate he may be the only one who knows what
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happened that night desperate to find out who killed her best friend s husband and why kate begins to

suspect she is not looking for a reckless drunk but instead is on the trail of a cold blooded killer amid

the residents of painter s mill it is a search that takes her on a chilling journey into the darkest reaches

of the human heart and makes her question everything she has ever believed about the amish culture

into which she was born

The Resurrectionist: A Novel

2013-07-08

for fans of vera brittain s testament of youth a bestselling writer s american debut and a heart

wrenching novel of wwi a tale of love regret and the powerful draw of the road not taken iris crane s

tranquil life is shattered when a letter summons memories from her bittersweet past her first love her

best friend and the tragedy that changed everything iris a young australian nurse travels to france

during world war i to bring home her fifteen year old brother who ran away to enlist but in paris she

meets the charismatic dr frances ivens who convinces iris to help establish a field hospital in the old

abbey at royaumont staffed entirely by women a decision that will change her life seamlessly

interwoven is the story of grace iris s granddaughter in 1970s australia together their narratives paint a

portrait of the changing role of women in medicine and the powerful legacy of love

Her Last Breath

2013-06-18

new york times bestseller named one of the best books of the year by npr entertainment weekly kirkus

reviews the christian science monitor in the picturesque village of guzmán spain in a cave dug into a

hillside on the edge of town an ancient door leads to a cramped limestone chamber known as the

telling room containing nothing but a wooden table and two benches this is where villagers have

gathered for centuries to share their stories and secrets usually accompanied by copious amounts of

wine it was here in the summer of 2000 that michael paterniti found himself listening to a larger than

life spanish cheesemaker named ambrosio molinos de las heras as he spun an odd and compelling

tale about a piece of cheese an unusual piece of cheese made from an old family recipe ambrosio s

cheese was reputed to be among the finest in the world and was said to hold mystical qualities eating
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it some claimed conjured long lost memories but then ambrosio said things had gone horribly wrong by

the time the two men exited the telling room that evening paterniti was hooked soon he was fully

embroiled in village life relocating his young family to guzmán in order to chase the truth about this

cheese and explore the fairy tale like place where the villagers conversed with farm animals lived by

an ancient castilian code of honor and made their wine and food by hand from the grapes growing on

a nearby hill and the flocks of sheep floating over the meseta what paterniti ultimately discovers there

in the highlands of castile is nothing like the idyllic slow food fable he first imagined instead he s

sucked into the heart of an unfolding mystery a blood feud that includes accusations of betrayal and

theft death threats and a murder plot as the village begins to spill its long held secrets paterniti finds

himself implicated in the very story he is writing equal parts mystery and memoir travelogue and

history the telling room is an astonishing work of literary nonfiction by one of our most accomplished

storytellers a moving exploration of happiness friendship and betrayal the telling room introduces us to

ambrosio molinos de las heras an unforgettable real life literary hero while also holding a mirror up to

the world fully alive to the power of stories that define and sustain us praise for the telling room

captivating paterniti s writing sings whether he s talking about how food activates memory or the joys

of watching his children grow npr

In Falling Snow

2013-08-27

fleeing their extreme life on manhattan s upper east side money manager nate and his girlfriend emily

move to a quaint newport cottage only to be confronted by everything they hoped to escape by the

award winning author of now you see it 15 000 first printing

The Telling Room

2013-07-30

a smart and utterly diverting spy trade masterwork from the acclaimed author of the tears of autumn

npr when two people collide on their bikes on an empty road the meeting can hardly be by chance

especially when one of the people in question is working for the shadowy american espionage

organization known as hq and the other seems to be involved in a similarly secretive chinese operation
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but when sparks fly the two fall into a dangerous romance with international implications the young

american spy was sent to china simply to absorb what he could about the language and culture but as

his dalliance with the mysterious mei blossoms into a full blown affair his bosses at hq demand he use

his connections to uncover the truth about a powerful ceo suspected to be a chinese intelligence

operative now he s caught in a game of cat and mouse with lethal consequences not only for him but

also for the global balance of power

The Exiles

2013

from louise millar the acclaimed author of the playdate comes a gripping psychological thriller where

one woman s streak of bad luck may be something far more sinister a magnetic and chilling new

thriller from highly acclaimed author louise millar kate parker has weathered unimaginable horrors her

parents died in a traffic accident on her wedding night and her husband hugo was murdered in a tragic

break in gone wrong all she has left is her young son jack and determined to make a better future for

him she attempts to pull her life back together but are she and her son safe

The Shanghai Factor

2013-06-04

it s been eight years since geniver loxley lost her daughter beth since that day gen has been

floundering while her husband art builds his business reputation and their fortune she can t let go of

beth and then one day everything changes a strange woman shows up on gen s doorstep saying the

very thing she longs to hear that beth is alive that she is out there somewhere waiting for gen to find

her it s insane unthinkable but why would someone make up such a story ignoring the warnings of her

husband and friends gen begins to hope hope that quickly turns into fear and paranoia with questions

swirling around her head gen is determined to uncover the truth but who can she trust why is art so

reluctant to get involved to save his wife from further hurt or something much more sinister is beth

even really out there and if so who is responsible for taking her close my eyes starts with a parent s

worst nightmare and builds from there twists and twists again finally delivering a final punch that will

leave you gasping joseph finder new york times bestselling author this ebook now contains a sneak
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peek of sophie mckenzie s gripping psychological thriller trust in me also available in paperback and

ebook

Accidents Happen

2013-06-25

when an encoded diary about ludwig the fairytale king of bavaria who was declared insane and died

mysteriously soon thereafter falls into his hands rare book dealer steven lukas is forced to go on the

run as he becomes the target of ludwig s deranged modern day followers 100 000 first printing

Close My Eyes

2013-05-09

easy rawlins is back in an electric new story and facing his greatest set of challenges to date easy

rawlins comes home one day to find easter the daughter of his friend christmas black left on his

doorstep easy knows that this could only mean that the ex marine black is probably dead or will be

soon easter s appearance is only the beginning as easy is immersed in a sea of problems the love of

his life is marrying another man and his friend mouse is wanted for murder as he s searching for a

clue to christmas black s whereabouts two suspicious mps hire him to find his friend black on behalf of

the us army easy s investigation brings him to faith laneer a blonde woman with a dark past as easy

begins to put the pieces together he realizes that black s disappearance has its roots in vietnam and

that faith might be in a world of danger

The Ludwig Conspiracy

2013

imagine the sopranos transplanted to the french countryside this thrillingly comic internationally

bestselling mafia farce is the inspiration for the major motion picture the family starring robert de niro

michelle pfeiffer and tommy lee jones and produced by martin scorsese the blakes are newcomers to

a small town in normandy fred is a historian researching the allied landings maggie enjoys charity work

and their kids are looking forward to meeting other teenagers at the local lycée or so it seems in fact
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fred is really giovanni manzoni an ex goodfella turned stool pigeon who s been relocated from new

jersey to france by the fbi s witness protection program he s got a two million dollar bounty on his

head but he and his family can t help attracting attention imagine the sopranos in normandy and when

imprisoned mobster don mimino gets wind of their location it s mafia mayhem à la josh bazell s beat

the reaper or like the godfather as if written by carl hiaasen because while you can take the man out

of the mafia you can t take the mafia out of the man from the trade paperback edition

Blonde Faith

2015-05-28

this 50 unique color by number design book is perfect gift everyone everybody can draw and color by

number in this design this book is best for drawing and coloring stress relieving designs for adults

relaxation our mindful color by number books for adults is a wonderful activity calming the mind and

reducing stress levels our color by number book has a variety of fun and challenging to do color in the

pictures for you to enjoy this book is the best printed for the customer who loves drawing and coloring

by number this book has also every color name for coloring this is best practice books for everyone so

buy this book with no tension best color by number books in 2021

Malavita

2013-06-25

award winning new york times bestselling author gail godwin s penetrating and haunting narrative

about intimacy and loss and remorse set against a background of world changing events the perfect

summer read can come in unexpected guises dive into its deep waters and witness a novelist at the

peak of her powers the times a beautiful examination of character and the far reaching repercussions

of our actions gail godwin brings grace honesty and enormous intelligence to every page ann patchett

ten year old helen and her summer guardian flora are isolated together in helen s dilapidated family

home while her father is doing secret war work during the final months of the second world war at

three helen lost her mother and the beloved grandmother who raised her has just died a fiercely

imaginative child helen is desperate to keep her house intact with all its ghosts and stories flora her

late mother s twenty two year old first cousin who cries at the drop of a hat is ardently determined to
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do her best for helen their relationship and its fallout played against the backdrop of a lost america will

haunt helen for the rest of her life

Color By Number Advanced Coloring Books

2021-01-08

ex army sergeant daniel mcevoy is ready to say goodbye new jersey s lawless underworld and

concentrate on his new life as club owner and bona fide boyfriend but when he s abducted and driven

into the hudson by a vengeful crime boss he realises that the new jersey underworld isn t ready to say

goodbye to him if dan is to survive he will have to evade bad guys on both sides of the law and find

the missing aunt who once taught him how to handle boobs eoin colfer author of the artemis fowl

novels turns his outstanding talent to a world as criminally funny as it is dark and compelling

Flora

2013-05-09

they said what they would do and we did not listen then they did what they said they would do so

ends the first chapter of this brilliantly readable counterfactual novel reminding us that america s

christian fundamentalists have been consistently clear about their vision for a christian nation and dead

serious about acquiring the political power to achieve it when president mccain dies and sarah palin

becomes president the reader along with the nation stumbles down a terrifyingly credible path toward

theocracy realizing too late that the christian right meant precisely what it said in the spirit of philip roth

s the plot against america one of america s foremost lawyers lays out in chilling detail what such a

future might look like constitutional protections dismantled all aspects of life dominated by an

authoritarian law called the blessing enforced by a totally integrated digital world known as the purity

readers will find themselves haunted by the questions the narrator struggles to answer in this fictional

memoir what happened why did it happen how could it have happened

Screwed

2013-05-09
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stuck with little money and divorced rising media star grace stanton moves in with her widowed mother

and attends court mandated group therapy where she bonds with three fellow patients who she helps

plot respective pursuits of justice and closure

Christian Nation: A Novel

2013-07-01

if brian freemantle isn t the best writer of spy novels around he s certainly along with john le carré in

the top two it doesn t get much better than this the philadelphia inquirer in a botched escape from

russia mi5 spy charlie muffin is seized by the fsb russia s intelligence service successor to the

infamous kgb charlie is russia s long term target in british counter intelligence and moscow is

determined to extract by whatever means necessary every secret of british and western espionage

over charlie s thirty year career charlie s determined not only to resist the interrogation but to learn

from it if his russian intelligence officer wife and their daughter escaped the trap that snared him and

have reached england he embarks on a cat and mouse battle of deception to convince his

interrogators that they re learning what they want or think they want aware that one misspoken word

could be fatal that s not charlie s only problem he s also trying to work out how his escape was foiled

it could not have been only due to the fsb or his wife and daughter would have been caught as well

his mi5 boss doesn t think it was either and suspects treachery by britain s external intelligence

organization mi6 to help discover the truth natalia charlie s wife uses all the russian tradecraft she s

ever learned to help save her husband red star falling the third in the red star trilogy continues the

acclaimed series that has established brian freemantle as one of the world s most ingenious

espionage writers

Ladies' Night

2014

nine years after rom sebastian was thrust into the most unlikely of circumstances as hero and bearer

of an unimaginable secret the alliance of his followers is in disarray an epic battle with the order has

left them scattered and deeply divided both in strategy and resolve in their struggle to become truly

alive and free only 49 truly alive followers remain loyal to rom this meager band must fight for survival
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as the order is focused on their total annihilation misunderstood and despised their journey will be one

of desperation against a new more intensely evil order as the hand of this evil is raised to strike and

destroy them they must rely on their faith in the abiding power of love to overcome all and lead them

to sovereignty sovereign wonderfully continues the new testament allegory that was introduced in

forbidden and continued in mortal

Red Star Falling

2013-06-25

named one of granta s best of young british novelists anais hendricks fifteen is in the back of a police

car she is headed for the panopticon a home for chronic young offenders she can t remember what s

happened but across town a policewoman lies in a coma and anais is covered in blood raised in foster

care from birth and moved through twenty three placements before she even turned seven anais has

been let down by just about every adult she has ever met now a counterculture outlaw she knows that

she can only rely on herself and yet despite the parade of horrors visited upon her early life she greets

the world with the witty fierce insight of a survivor anais finds a sense of belonging among the

residents of the panopticon they form intense bonds and she soon becomes part of an ad hoc family

together they struggle against the adults that keep them confined but when she looks up at the

watchtower that looms over the residents anais realizes her fate she is an anonymous part of an

experiment and she always was now it seems that the experiment is closing in now with extra libris

material including a reader s guide and bonus content

Sovereign

2014-03-25

The Panopticon

2013-07-23
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